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Abstract: This paper presents modeling and control of a microgrid based on hybrid renewable energy sources including Photovoltaic (PV), Fuel Cell (FC) and Battery Energy Storage (BES). The overall configuration of the microgrid including dynamic models of PV, FC, BES and its power electronic interfacing are briefly described. Then controllers design methodologies for power electronic converters in order to manage the power flow from microgrid to the utility grid during normal operation and unbalanced voltage conditions are introduced. Moreover, to distribute the power between power sources, the neuro-fuzzy power controller has been developed to stabilize the DC-link power. The stability of proposed controller has been proved by Lyapnov theorem. Simulation results are illustrated to demonstrate the effectiveness and capability of proposed control strategy during different operating conditions in utility grid.
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1 Introduction
Integration of distributed energy resources (DER) units with energy storages has brought about the concept of microgrid [1-3]. A microgrid is defined as a cluster of energy resources include wind turbine, photovoltaic, fuel cell and loads, serviced by a distribution system, and can operate in the grid-connected mode, the islanded (autonomous) mode and ride-through between the two modes [4].

Combining the non-dispatchable renewable energy sources, like solar energy with dispatchable energy sources like fuel cell and energy storage make the best use of the advantages of each individual device [5]. Hybridization of fuel cell with PV will therefore form a very reliable distributed generation where the fuel cell acts as back up during low PV output [6]. The energy storage can be used to supply high transient energy and thus greatly improve system dynamics [7]. A microgrid can be strategically placed at any site in a power system (normally at the distribution level) for grid reinforcement, thereby deferring or eliminating the need for system upgrades and improving system integrity, reliability, and efficiency. When connected to a utility grid, important operation and performance requirements are imposed on microgrid.

The main challenge in operating such hybrid system is the coordination of the numerous generators for sharing the real and reactive power output and the control of power system frequency and voltage.

Up to now many studies have been presented for controlling and management of microgrid. Some of them have concentrated on control strategies in microgrid and only frequency and voltage control of microgrid have been considered [8-10]. In these studies, modeling of energy sources in microgrid and implementation of control strategies for them have not been implemented. In other investigations, only the control of power electronic converters in microgrid has been discussed and supposed the simple static models for energy sources [11-15].

However, in order to power control of microgrid it is necessary to study the whole system with considering the dynamical and physical properties of each power sources in microgrid and the power electronic converters.

Hence, in this paper, power management strategy of a microgrid in grid connected mode is introduced. First, dynamic model of hybrid renewable energy sources consisting of PV, FC and BES in a microgrid is presented. The hybrid power plant is interfaced with the utility grid via boost dc/dc converters and a three-phase pulse width modulation (PWM) inverter. The models for the boost dc/dc converter and the three-phase inverter together are also addressed. The overall aim is to split the active power flow between hybrid power sources and control of active and reactive power of this
microgrid while taking into account component and system constraints. In order to operate the microgrid under normal conditions and unbalanced voltage conditions in main grid, a robust control based on sliding mode has been implemented for three phase inverter.

A control strategy for reliable power sharing between power sources in microgrid is proposed by using a neuro-fuzzy power controller to stabilize the DC-link power. The stability of proposed controller has been proved by Lyapunov theorem. Simulation results are illustrated to demonstrate the effectiveness and capability of proposed control strategy during different operating conditions in utility grid and show its ability in control of active and reactive power in microgrid.

2 Proposed Structure of Microgrid Based on Hybrid Renewable Power Sources

The dynamic modeling of Hybrid Renewable Power Sources (HRPS) system is an important issue that needs to be carefully addressed. To study the performance characteristics of HRPS systems, accurate models of fuel cell, photovoltaic and battery energy storage are needed. Moreover, models for the interfacing power electronic circuits in a HRPS system are also needed to design controllers for the overall system to improve its performance and to meet certain operation requirements. To meet the system operational requirements, a HRPS system needs to be interfaced through a set of power electronic devices. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the HRPS proposed in this paper that connected to main grid in Point Common Coupling (PCC). The mathematical models describing the dynamic behavior of each of these components are given below.

2.1. Fuel Cell Model

Fuel cells are static energy conversion devices that convert the chemical energy of fuel directly into electrical energy. The model of fuel cell power plant used in this study is based on the dynamic PEMFC stack model developed in [16]. The performance of fuel cell is affected by several operating variables, as discussed in the following. This model is based on simulating the relationship between output voltage and partial pressure of hydrogen, oxygen, and water. The Nernst’s equation and Ohm’s law determine the average voltage magnitude of the fuel cell stack. The Eq. (1) shows the voltage of the fuel cell stack:

\[ V_f = N_0 E_0 + \frac{RT}{2F} \left( \log \left( \frac{P_{H_2}P_{O_2}^{0.5}}{P_{H_2O}} \right) \right) - R_{in} I \]  

where:

- \( N_0 \) is the number of cells connected in series.
- \( R_{in} \) is the internal resistance of fuel cell stack [\( \Omega \)].
- \( E_0 \) is the voltage associated with the reaction free energy.
- \( R \) is the universal gas constant.
- \( T \) is the temperature.
- \( I \) is the current of the fuel cell stack.
- \( F \) is the Faraday’s constant.

\[ P_{H_2} = -\frac{1}{t_{H_2}} \left( P_{H_2} + \frac{1}{K_{H_2}} (q_{H_2}^{in} - 2K_r I_f) \right) \]

\[ P_{H_2O} = -\frac{1}{t_{H_2O}} \left( P_{H_2O} + \frac{2}{K_{H_2O}} K_r I_f \right) \]

\[ P_{O_2} = -\frac{1}{t_{O_2}} \left( P_{O_2} + \frac{1}{K_{O_2}} (q_{O_2}^{in} - K_r I_f) \right) \]

where, \( q_{H_2}^{in} \) and \( q_{O_2}^{in} \) are the molar flow of hydrogen and oxygen and where the \( K_r \) constant is defined by the relation between the rate of reactant hydrogen and the fuel cell current:

\[ q_{H_2}^{in} = \frac{N_0 I_f}{2F} = 2K_r I_f \]  

Moreover, a simple model of reformer that generates hydrogen through methane has been considered. The model is second-order transfer function. The mathematical form of the model can be written as follows:

\[ \frac{q_{H_2}}{q_{methane}} = \frac{CV}{\tau_1 \tau_2 s^2 + (\tau_1 + \tau_2)s + 1} \]

where:

- \( q_{methane} \) is methane flow rate [kmol/sec].
- \( CV \) is conversion factor [kmol of hydrogen per kmol of methane].
- \( \tau_1, \tau_2 \) are reformer time constants [sec].

2.2 Photovoltaic Model

The photovoltaic arrays (PVs) are an attractive source of renewable energy for distributed urban power generation due to their relatively small size and noiseless operation. Their applications are expected to
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significantly increase all over the world. The most common PV model used is the one diode model. The model used in this paper is the one diode model whose equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2. An initial understanding of the performance of a solar cell may be obtained by considering it as a diode. The light energy, which is in the form of photons with the appropriate energy level, falls on the cell and generates electron-hole pairs. The electrons and holes are separated by the electric field established at the junction of the diode and are then driven around an external circuit by this junction potential [17].

The PV cell can be modeled as a diode in parallel with a constant current source and a shunt resistor. These three components are in series with the series resistor. The output terminal current $I$ is equal to the light-generated current $I_{ph}$, with subtracted diode current $I_D$ and the shunt-leakage current $I_{sh}$.

$$I = I_{ph} - I_D - I_{sh} \quad (5)$$

The series resistance $R_s$ represents the internal resistance of the current flow, and it depends on the p-n junction depth, the impurities and the contact resistance. The shunt resistance $R_{sh}$ is inversely related to the leakage current to the ground. In an ideal PV cell, $R_s = 0$ (no series loss), and $R_{sh} = 1$ (no leakage to ground). The PV cell conversion efficiency is sensitive to small variations in $R_s$, but is insensitive to variations in $R_{sh}$. A small increase in $R_s$ can decrease the PV output significantly. In the equivalent circuit, the current delivered to the external load equals the current $I_{ph}$ generated by the illumination, less than the diode current $I_D$ and the ground-shunt current $I_{sh}$. The open circuit voltage $U_{oc}$ of the cell is obtained when the load current is zero, i.e., when $I_{sh} = 0$ and is given as:

$$U_{oc} = U + IR_s \quad (6)$$

where, $U$ is the terminal voltage of the cell [V].

The diode current $I_D$ is given by the classical diode current expression [18]:

$$I_D = I_d \left[ \frac{qU_{oc}}{A_e \gamma K_T} - 1 \right] \quad (7)$$

where:
- $I_d$ is the saturation current of the diode.
- $q$ is electron charge = $1.6 \times 10^{-19}$ Coulombs.
- $A_e$ is curve fitting constant.
- $K_B$ is Boltzmann constant = $1.38 \times 10^{-23}$ Joule/°K.
- $T$ is temperature [°K].

The output current is given by [18]:

$$I = I_{ph} - I_{os} \left\{ \exp \left[ \frac{qU_{oc}}{A_e \gamma K_T} \right] - 1 \right\} - \frac{U_{oc}}{R_{sh}} \quad (8)$$

where:
- $I_{ph}$ is short circuit current at $25^\circ C$ and 1000W/m$^2$.
- $I_{os}$ is light generated current.
- $E_{GO}$ is band gap for silicon.
- $\gamma_{ph}$ is cell saturation current at $T_r$.
- $R_{sh}$ is shunt resistance.
- $R_s$ is series resistance.
- $I_{scr}$ is the current at maximum power point ($I_{mpp}$), the voltage at maximum power point ($V_{mpp}$), and the open circuit voltage of the cell $U_{oc}$, are given by the manufacturers.

The photovoltaic module operates at on the V-I characteristics that are determined by the load. Since the power harvested from the photovoltaic module is different at different operating points it is important that the load is matched in such a way that maximum power is obtained from the photovoltaic module [19]. The simplest and widely known algorithm is the perturbation and observe algorithm. It works by periodically changing the array terminal voltage and comparing the calculated power with that from the previous samples as shown in Fig. 3. There are other numerous and more complex and efficient algorithms and a comparative study has been done on these algorithms [20].
2.3 Boost DC/DC Converter Model

The role of boost DC/DC converters is to provide power to the user in a suitable form at high efficiency. Power electronic converters are needed in PV and fuel cell systems to convert DC voltage to the required values. Fig. 4 shows the DC/DC converter model. This boost converter is described by the following two non-linear state space averaged equations [21]:

\[
di_k = \frac{R}{L} \left( \frac{1-d}{L} \right) V_i + \frac{1}{L} V_o
\]

\[
dV_C = \frac{(1-d)}{C} i_L - \frac{1}{L} i_k
\]

where “\(d\)” is the duty cycle of the switching device, “\(V_i\)” is the input voltage, “\(i_L\)” is the inductor current, “\(V_C\)” is the output voltage and “\(i_o\)” is the output current.

2.4 DC-AC Converter Model

A three-phase equivalent circuit of Voltage Source Converter (VSC) is shown in Fig. 5. To reduce harmonics, LCL filter is connected between the converter and the grid [19]. The dynamic model of the three-phase VSC is represented in:

\[
di_{ik} = -\frac{R}{L} i_{ik} + \frac{1}{L} (v_{ik} - v_{ak})
\]

\[
di_{zk} = -\frac{R}{L} i_{zk} + \frac{1}{L} (v_{zk} - v_{ak})
\]

\[
\frac{1}{C} \frac{dv_{ak}}{dt} = i_{ak} - i_{zk}
\]

where \(k=\{a, b, c\}\).

3 Power Flow Control

Power flow control from hybrid power sources to local AC bus and to/from storage devices is required to maintain power balance at all times while satisfying the active and reactive power demanded by the load. Eq. (13) gives power balance expressions that should be satisfied both at the DC-link and at the PCC at all times. The rate and magnitude of fuel cell power \(P_{FC}\) and rate, sign and magnitude of battery power \(P_{Batt}\) depend on the magnitude and how fast the load changes.

\[
P_{MG} = P_{PV} + P_{FC} + P_{Batt}
\]

\[
P_{Load} = P_{MG} + P_{Grid}
\]

\[
Q_{Load} = Q_{MG} + Q_{Grid}
\]

According to the control strategy proposed in this paper, \(P_{Load}\) and \(Q_{Load}\) are made equal to \(P_{ref}\) and \(Q_{ref}\) so that the hybrid power system output follows the load demand under normal loading conditions and \(P_{Grid}\) and \(Q_{Grid}\) are zero. If the local load demand exceeds the hybrid power system capacity, the rest of the power is supplied from the grid. Fig. 6 shows the overall structure of the control strategy.

The control strategy also keeps the DC-link/battery voltage within a band around the nominal DC-link voltage to keep the inverter in synchronism with the grid. The following differential equation for DC link power balance is given:

\[
C_{dc} \frac{dv_{dc}}{dt} = P_{FC} + P_{PV} + P_{Batt} - P_{Grid}
\]
According to the Eq. (31), in order to regulate the dc link voltage it is necessary to keep the power balance in dc link. In this equation, the change in grid power is considered as disturbance during the load power variations. Moreover, to meet the power balance in DC link it is important to consider the dynamic limitations of fuel cell power. In this case, the fuel cell power could not change rapidly and the fuel cell controller with DC-DC converter should regulate the operating point of fuel cell. The details of fuel cell and DC-DC converter control strategy are presented in next part. But the amount of power that should be absorbed by battery energy storage to balance the power in DC link is very important and it depends on the DC link energy. The DC link energy measurement is carried out by means of the following calculation:

$$E_{dc}(k) = \left(\frac{1}{2}\right) C_{dc} V_d^2(k)$$

(15)

In this paper, a power flow control structure has been developed for hybrid power sources during voltage sag. It is based on Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) strategy that determines the battery energy storage power according to the following inputs:

$$e(k) = E_{dc-ref}(k) - E_{dc}(k)$$
$$\Delta e(k) = e(k) - e(k-1)$$

(16)

where $E_{dc-ref}$ is the reference dc link energy which is calculated by reference dc link voltage.

Hence, it is essential to design robust and stable control strategy to guarantee the stability of the dc link of hybrid system. For this purpose, a fuzzy neural control stategy is developed [22].

### 3.1 Neuro-Fuzzy Control Stategy

In proposed neuro-fuzzy control strategy, for each input, four fuzzy subsets have been used. These are ZE (zero), L (low), M (medium) and H (high). For each of these fuzzy sets, a gaussian membership function has been used. As each of the two inputs has four subsets, there are altogether 16 control rules in the neuro-fuzzy logic controller.

The neuro-fuzzy algorithm uses membership functions of gaussian type. With gaussian fuzzy sets, the algorithm is capable of utilizing all information contained in the training set to calculate each rule conclusion, which is different when using triangular partitions. Fig. 7 illustrates the neuro-fuzzy scheme for an example with two input variables ($x_1$, $x_2$) and one output variable ($y$). In the first stage of the neuro-fuzzy scheme, the two inputs are codified into linguistic values by the set of gaussian membership functions attributed to each variable. The second stage calculates each rule $R^{(l)}$ its respective activation degree. Last, the inference mechanism weights each rule conclusion $\omega^{(l)}$, initialized by the cluster-based algorithm, using the activation degree computed in the second stage.

The error signal between the model inferred value $Y$ and the respective measured value (or teaching value) $y'$, is used by the gradient descent method to adjust each rule conclusion. The algorithm modifies the values of $\omega^{(l)}$ to minimize an objective function $E$ usually expressed by the mean quadratic error (15). In this equation, the value $y'(k)$ is the desired output value related with the condition vector $x'(k) = (x'_1, x'_2, \ldots, x'_m)$. The element $Y(x(k))$ is the inferred response to the same condition vector $x'(k)$ and computed by Eq. (17).

$$E = \frac{1}{2} [Y(x'(k)) - y'(k)]^2$$

(17)

$$Y(x'(k)) = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{c} \prod_{j=1}^{m} \mu_{x_j^{(l)}}(x_j'(k)) \omega^{(l)}(k)}{\sum_{l=1}^{c} \prod_{j=1}^{m} \mu_{x_j^{(l)}}(x_j'(k))}$$

(18)

Eq. (18) establishes adjustment of each conclusion $\omega^{(l)}$ by the gradient-descent method. The symbol $\alpha$ is the learning rate parameter, and $t$ indicates the number of learning iterations executed by the algorithm.

$$\omega^{(l)}(t+1) = \omega^{(l)}(t) - \alpha \frac{\partial E}{\partial \omega^{(l)}}$$

(19)
The inference function Eq. (18) depends on $\omega^0$ only through its numerator. The expression composing the numerator is now denoted by $a$ and is shown in Eq. (20).

$$a = \sum_{l=1}^{m} \prod_{j=1}^{n_j} \mu_{A_j^{(l)}} (x_j^{(l)}(k)) \omega^{(l)}(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

The denominator of function Eq. (18) is dependent on a term $d^0$, defined in Eq. (21), and denoted by $b$ in Eq. (22).

$$d^{(l)} = \prod_{j=1}^{n_j} \mu_{A_j^{(l)}} (x_j^{(l)}(k))$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

$$b = \sum_{l=1}^{c} (d^{(l)})$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

To calculate the adjustment of each conclusion value $\omega^0$, it is necessary to compute the variation of the objective function $E$, $\partial E$, in relation to the variation that occurred in $\omega^0$ in the anterior instant, $\partial \omega^0$. Therefore, using the chain rule to calculate $\partial E / \partial \omega^0$ results in Eq. (23).

$$\frac{\partial E}{\partial \omega^0} = \frac{\partial E}{\partial Y} \frac{\partial Y}{\partial \alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial \omega^0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

The use of chain rule looks for the term contained in $E$ that is directly dependent on the value to be adjusted, i.e., the conclusion value $\omega^0$. Therefore, we can verify by chain Eq. (19) that it starts with $E$ dependent of $Y$ value, the $Y$ value depends on term $\alpha$ and, at last, the expression $a$ is a function of $\omega^0$. After some computation, the adjustment to be made in $\omega^0$ can be interpreted as being proportional to the error between the neuro-fuzzy model response and the supervising value, but weighted by the contribution of rule $(l)$, denoted by $d^{(l)}$, to the final neuro-fuzzy inference.

$$\omega^{(l)}(t+1) = \omega^{(l)}(t) - \alpha (Y(x^{(l)}(k)) - y^{(l)}(k)) d^{(l)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (24)

Next, a convergence theorem has been developed to guarantee the stability of learning algorithm used for the above-mentioned FNN [14]. A Lyapanov energy function is defined as follows:

$$V_k = J_k = \frac{1}{2} E_k^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

From Eq. (23), we can get

$$\Delta V = V_{k+1} - V_k = \frac{1}{2} (E_{k+1}^2 - E_k^2).$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

The error difference, $\Delta E_k$, can be defined as

$$\Delta E_k = E_{k+1} - E_k = \frac{\partial E_k}{\partial \omega} \Delta \omega,$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

$$\Delta \omega = \omega_{k+1} - \omega_k = -\alpha E_k \frac{\partial E_k}{\partial \omega}$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

Using Eq. (26), we can get

$$\Delta V = \frac{1}{2} (E_{k+1} - E_k) (E_{k+1} + E_k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

Substituting Eq. (28) into Eq. (27), we have:

$$\Delta V = \frac{1}{2} (\Delta E_k)(2E_k + \Delta E_k).$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)

If $\Delta V < 0$, the convergence of the algorithm described in Eq. (30) can be guaranteed. Therefore, we have:

$$0 < \alpha < \frac{2}{\left(\frac{\partial E_k}{\partial \omega}\right)^2} \alpha^2 - 2\alpha < 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (31)

From Eq. (31), we can obtain:

$$0 < \alpha < \frac{2}{\left(\frac{\partial E_k}{\partial \omega}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (32)

### 3.2 Control of Fuel Cell Subsystem

The fuel cell reference power is generated as the difference between the load power demanded minus the PV power. An additional power proportional to the difference of battery reference voltage and the current battery voltage is generated by an outer loop voltage controller to charge the battery. This additional power is then added to the fuel cell reference power demanded from the load to generate the overall fuel cell power.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{control_of_fuel_cell_subsystem.png}
\caption{Control of fuel cell subsystem.}
\end{figure}
A proportional controller is sufficient for batteries with flat voltage profiles as in Li-ion battery. Fig. 8 shows the control strategy of the fuel cell subsystem.

In order to design control strategy for fuel cell power plant, two parameters should be considered and regulated. These parameters are hydrogen flow according to output power and fuel cell current. According to the Eqs. (2) and (3), to control hydrogen flow from the fuel cell, a feedback from the stack current is considered. Eq. (3) shows that the reacting fuel quantity, \( q_{H_2} \), is directly proportional to the output current, \( I_{fc} \), the factor \( K_r \) being a cell constant. Hence, the desired utilization is translated to corresponding output current demand:

\[
q_{H_2}^{in} = \frac{2K_r}{U_{f,ref}} \cdot I_{\text{demand}}
\]  

A Proportional Integral (PI) controller is used to control the flow rate methane in the reformer. Oxygen flow is determined using the hydrogen-oxygen flow ratio \( T_{H_2O} \). In the proposed control structure, choosing the control system parameters affects the system performance. So it is important to design PI controller properly. Another important parameter that must be controlled properly is fuel cell current. For this purpose, a boost DC-DC converter is selected for fuel cell converter. The current mode control of DC-DC converter has been used to regulate the fuel cell current. A typical range of \( U_f \) is 80-90% [4], which ensures that the operational limits mentioned above are observed. The corresponding limitation for the demand current is then calculated as following equation:

\[
0.8q_{H_2}^{in} = I_{fc_{\min}} \leq I_{fc_{\text{ref}}} \leq I_{fc_{\max}} = 0.9q_{H_2}^{in}
\]  

To obtain transfer function of fuel cell current loop and apply classical control analysis and design methods (such as Nyquists criterion, Bode plots) in converter controls, the following transfer function can be investigated based on the state space signal models of boos DC-DC converter model [3, 16]:

\[
T_{wc-s}(s) = \frac{i_{dc}(s)}{d(s)} = \frac{1}{s^2 + \frac{R_i}{L} s + \frac{(1-D)^2}{L C}} \left[ s \left( \frac{V_{CC}}{L} \right) + I_{dc} \left( 1-D \right) \right]
\]  

Moreover, the transfer function of PWM block can be modeled as:

\[
T_{PWM} = \frac{1}{K_{PWM}}
\]  

3.3 Control of Grid Connected Voltage Source Converter

Control of grid connected voltage source converter is an important problem during voltage disturbances. It needs fast current controllers to track the current references according to change in active and reactive power during the fault. The current controller used in this paper consists of two vector current controllers based on Sliding Mode Control (SMC) that regulate the positive and negative sequence currents separately and are implemented in two different rotating coordinate systems. The need for regulating the positive and negative sequence currents is related for treating the unbalance voltage conditions.

A simplified scheme for the proposed control strategy is shown in Fig. 9. The three phase grid currents and voltages are sampled and transformed into its positive and negative sequence components. The positive and negative sequence of dq-components are then used along the with the reference current signals to produce the reference voltage signals for the PWM regulator. A Sequence Separation Method (SSM) is needed to extract positive and negative sequences. Delayed Signal Cancellation method (DSC) is probably the best suited SSM [10]; but produces transient oscillations at the start and end period of voltage sag [5]. The abc system is first transformed into stationary \( \alpha \beta \) reference frame using Clark’s transformation, and then it is delayed for T/4. The positive and negative sequences can be calculated by adding or subtracting the present real-time signal with delayed signal in the following way:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
    v_p^\alpha(t) \\
    v_p^\beta(t) \\
    v_n^\alpha(t) \\
    v_n^\beta(t)
\end{bmatrix}
&= \begin{bmatrix}
    1 & 0 & 0 & -1 \\
    1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
    2 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 1 & -1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    v_o(t) \\
    v_o(t - \frac{T}{4}) \\
    v_o(t - \frac{T}{4})
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]  

According to the proposed control strategy, the purpose of the current controller is to synthesize a voltage correction vector so that the current error vector can be kept to a minimum value.

In this paper, the current controller has been implemented by using SMC technique due to its robustness and overshoot-free fast tracking capability [23].

The SMC is a nonlinear control approach which complies with the nonlinear characteristic of a power electronic converter. Such control technique is robust even against the plant parametric variation and can compensate the modeling approximations. Also, it is characterized by a good dynamic response. In addition, the SMC is simple to implement.

According to the dynamic model of inverter given in Eq. (12), the state space equations of the system can be written as Eq. (38).

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}(t) &= Ax(t) + Bu + Ev_g \\
Y(t) &= CX(t)
\end{align*}
\]  

\[
Y(t) = \begin{bmatrix}
    y^1(t) \\
    y^2(t)
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
    0 & 1 \\
    -\frac{2L}{r} & -\frac{r}{L}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

\[
B = \begin{bmatrix}
    0 \\
    \frac{2L}{r}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix}
    1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

\[
v_g = \begin{bmatrix}
    v_g^1 \\
    v_g^2
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

\[
v = \begin{bmatrix}
    v^1 \\
    v^2
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

\[
x = \begin{bmatrix}
    i^1 \\
    i^2
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

\[
U_s = \begin{bmatrix}
    u^1 \\
    u^2
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

\[
E = \begin{bmatrix}
    0 \\
    1
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

\[
\mathcal{X} = \begin{bmatrix}
    x \\
    \dot{x}
\end{bmatrix}
\]
where the state variable is \( X \), the control input \( U \) and grid voltage \( V_g \) and given in Eqs. (39-41).

\[
X = \begin{bmatrix} i_{d2d}^p & i_{d2d}^q & i_{n2d}^p & i_{n2d}^q \end{bmatrix}^T
\]

\[
U = \begin{bmatrix} U_d^p & U_d^q & U_n^p & U_n^q \end{bmatrix}^T
\]

\[
V_g = \begin{bmatrix} V_g^p & V_g^q & V_n^p & V_n^q \end{bmatrix}^T
\]

For the control plant given in Eq. (38), the sliding mode control law can be derived as follows. To let the current output \( Y \) track the reference input \( i_{ref} \), a sliding mode manifold can be chosen in the form of Eq. (42).

\[
S_p = \begin{bmatrix} i_{d2dq}^p & i_{n2dq}^p \end{bmatrix} - \begin{bmatrix} i_{d2dq}^{p,ref} & i_{n2dq}^{p,ref} \end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( i_{d2dq}^{p,ref} \) and \( i_{n2dq}^{p,ref} \) are the specified current vector commands for the positive and negative sequence of \( dq \)-components.

The sliding mode can be reached if the control input \( U(t) \) is designed to be the solution of Eq. (43):

\[
\frac{d}{dt} S(t) = 0
\]

The control law satisfies Eq. (43) is called equivalent control and is given by Eq. (44).

\[
U_{eq}(t) = (CB)^{-1}[i_{ref} - CAX(t) - CEV_g(t)]
\]

In order to generate proper current references, consider the complex apparent power from the grid:

\[
S_g = (v_{d2d} e^{j\omega t} + v_{d2q} e^{-j\omega t}).(i_{d2d}^p e^{j\omega t} + i_{d2q}^q e^{-j\omega t})^* = (P + P_{2r} \cos(2\omega t) + P_{2s} \sin(2\omega t)) + j(Q + Q_{2r} \cos(2\omega t) + Q_{2s} \sin(2\omega t))
\]

By expanding Eq. (45), the following expression in matrix form can be written:

\[
P = (v_{d2d}^p i_{d2d}^p + v_{d2q}^p i_{d2q}^q + v_{n2d}^p i_{n2d}^p + v_{n2q}^q i_{n2q}^q)
\]

\[
Q = (v_{d2d}^q i_{d2d}^p + v_{d2d}^p i_{d2q}^p + v_{d2q}^p i_{d2d}^q + v_{n2q}^q i_{n2d}^p + v_{n2d}^q i_{n2q}^p)
\]

\[
P_{c2} = (v_{d2d}^p i_{d2d}^p + v_{d2q}^p i_{d2d}^q + v_{n2d}^p i_{n2d}^p + v_{n2q}^q i_{n2d}^q + v_{n2d}^q i_{n2q}^q)
\]

\[
P_{c2} = (v_{d2d}^q i_{d2d}^p - v_{d2q}^p i_{d2d}^q + v_{n2d}^q i_{n2d}^p - v_{n2q}^q i_{n2d}^q + v_{n2d}^q i_{n2q}^q)
\]

\[
Q_{c2} = (v_{d2d}^p i_{d2d}^p - v_{d2q}^p i_{d2d}^q + v_{n2d}^p i_{n2d}^p - v_{n2q}^q i_{n2d}^q + v_{n2d}^q i_{n2q}^q)
\]

\[
Q_{c2} = (v_{d2d}^q i_{d2d}^p - v_{d2q}^q i_{d2d}^q + v_{n2d}^q i_{n2d}^p - v_{n2q}^q i_{n2d}^q + v_{n2d}^q i_{n2q}^q)
\]

where \( P \) and \( Q \) are the constant active and reactive power, respectively, while the subscripts \( P_{c2} \) and \( P_{c2} \) represent the second harmonic sine and cosine component of the active power. These are the oscillating active powers due to the unbalance in the grid voltages. During generating the reference currents, the oscillating reactive powers \( Q_{c2}, Q_{c2} \) cannot be included in the calculation. Therefore to simplify the calculation and
work with an invertible matrix (4×4), oscillating reactive power is not controlled and will flow through the system [5]. Hence, the reference currents can be calculated as follow:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  i_{qd}^* \\
  i_{qs}^*
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  v_{sd}^* - v_{sd} \\
  v_{sq}^* - v_{sq}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
  P^* \\
  Q^*
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  i_{qd}^* \\
  i_{qs}^*
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  v_{sd}^* - v_{sd} \\
  v_{sq}^* - v_{sq}
\end{bmatrix} - \Delta P_{2} - \Delta Q_{2}
\]

\[
\Delta P = 2 \times (R_{1} + R_{2}) \times ((i_{sd}^{p})^{2} + (i_{sq}^{p})^{2} + (i_{sd}^{q})^{2} + (i_{sq}^{q})^{2})
\]

\[
\Delta P_{2} = 2 \times (R_{1} + R_{2}) \times (i_{sd}^{p} i_{sd}^{q} + i_{sq}^{p} i_{sq}^{q}) + 2 \times \omega \times L_{2} \times (i_{sd}^{p} i_{sd}^{q} - i_{sq}^{p} i_{sq}^{q})
\]

\[
\Delta Q_{2} = 2 \times (R_{1} + R_{2}) \times (i_{sd}^{p} i_{sd}^{q} - i_{sq}^{p} i_{sq}^{q}) + 2 \times \omega \times (L_{1} + L_{2}) \times (-i_{sd}^{p} i_{sd}^{q} - i_{sq}^{p} i_{sq}^{q})
\]

This algorithm calculates current references by setting active and reactive power references (P*, Q*), and by forcing the oscillating active power demanded by the filter to be delivered from the grid (P_s = -ΔP_s, Q_s = -ΔQ_s). Then, no oscillating active power flows between the dc side and the filter.

The Phase Locked Loop (PLL) estimates the grid voltage phase angle which is then used to synchronize the inverter output voltage to the grid.

4 Simulation Results

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy, the system is simulated in SIMULINK/SIMPOWER over a 100 sec of real and reactive load profiles.

The choice of the DC-bus voltage depends on the output voltage of the inverter required which should give the grid voltage. The relationship between the DC link voltage V_{dc} and the line-to-line RMS grid voltage V_{LL,AC}, where m_s is the modulation index in the linear region, is given in Eq. (51) [24].

\[
V_{dc} \geq \frac{1.633}{m_s} V_{LL,AC} + \text{voltagedrops}
\]

Assuming filter impedance drop of 5% of grid voltage and to give an output voltage of 400V at PCC, the nominal DC-link voltage was chosen at 720V.

Seven strings of each 16 series modules are used to provide a PV peak capacity of around 25kWp. The PV modules are the same as the one modeled in section 2.

To test how the control strategy reacts for a varying PV output profile, the irradiance over 300sec was assumed to have variation.

Twenty one 1.2 kW, 12-21 V PEMFC stacks which are the same as the one modeled in section 2 were stacked in series to provide 25 kW power at rated operation. This provides a full back up to the PV during zero PV output. At rated operation the fuel cell stack voltage at the input to the boost converter is 21x12 V = 252 V.

An 11Ah Li-ion battery bank stacked out of the same cells modeled in section 2 is used to form the DC-link. This battery bank has a full charge voltage of around 726 V and a 50% SOC voltage of 710 V. This voltage band is sufficiently within the inverter operating area. The flat voltage profile of the battery bank is controlled from the DC side.

4.1 Operation of Microgrid under Normal Conditions

Figs. 10 and 11 show the active and reactive load powers and the power delivered from the hybrid power and the grid. Both show that balance of power is satisfied. All the reactive power demand is supplied locally from the hybrid power system enabling the grid to operate at unity power factor. From 50 to 200 sec., where the capacity of the hybrid power system is exceeded, the remaining 10 kW of the active power is supplemented by the grid. For the rest of the profile where the load is less than or equal to 40 kW, all the demand is covered by the hybrid power system.

Figs. 12 and 13 give the microgrid power tracking performance of the inverter controller. It is seen that the controller quickly tracks the reference powers with only small overshoot. Fig. 14 shows the load current sharing between the different power sources and energy storage all referred to the DC-link.

Initially, the load active power is supplied from the PV and the fuel cell. Since the initial battery state of charge is 75%, the fuel cell controller requests additional charging power to the battery depending on the difference between the DC-link reference voltage and the battery voltage. At t=50sec, the active load power suddenly increases from 20kW to 50kW and stays for the next 200 seconds.

![Fig. 10 Active load, microgrid and grid power](image-url)
At first the battery responds to the instant transient by quickly decreasing its charging current while the fuel cell steadily goes to its maximum output (25 kW). Since the maximum capacity (including the battery peak shaving capacity) is only 40 kW, the rest 10 kW of load power is provided by the grid. From 150 to 200 sec., the PV output is very low and the rest of the 40 kW sec., the PV output increases and the battery current microgrid power is provided by the battery. After 200 sec. the PV output increases eventually going to charging mode. Starting from 250 sec., the fuel cell begins to save fuel and decreases its output since the battery goes to full charge reference voltage of 720V.

Fig. 15 shows the battery voltage during the whole power profile. As shown, the power flow control strategy on the DC side always keeps the DC-link voltage within the reasonable range for the inverter. Fig. 16 shows the $dq$ sequence components of the injected currents by the inverter. As shown, the fast action of the proposed controller in supplying the power to the grid is obvious.

4.2 Operation of Microgrid under Unbalanced Voltage Conditions

In order to show the response of the power control strategy during the unbalanced voltage condition, another simulation results have been extracted. In this case, the proposed control strategy has been examined...
in case of unbalanced voltage conditions. An unbalanced voltage, resulting from unbalanced load, is applied at the grid side. The unbalanced voltage starts at 1.2 sec for duration of 2 sec. The grid voltage during unbalanced voltage has been shown in Fig. 17.

In Fig. 18, the average and instantaneous active power during normal and unbalanced voltage conditions have been presented. As shown during unbalanced voltage, there are small oscillations on instantaneous active power. These oscillations are related to the proposed current control strategy that considered in this paper. It makes the oscillating active power that demands by the filter to be delivered from the grid. In this case no oscillating active power flows between the DC link and the filter. Moreover, there are large oscillations on reactive power that is shown in Fig. 19. But the average of reactive power is 5 KVar. The DC link voltage is shown in Fig. 20. During the unbalanced voltage, there is an increase on DC link voltage but it is not much more than 10% of nominal value. In these conditions, to stabilize the dc-link power, the neuor-fuzzy controller manages the power flow between power sources.

To evaluate the voltage regulation performance under unbalanced grid voltage conditions due to a sudden load change, the proposed dual-sequence voltage controller has been tested. Fig. 21 shows the grid voltage at the PCC during unbalanced voltage sag. Figs. 22 and 23 depict the control performance of the proposed scheme under the unbalanced grid voltage type C with magnitude 90%. Fig. 24 shows the 3-phase voltages; which are well regulated under the unbalanced disturbance.

Fig. 25 shows the positive sequence dq components of the grid voltage, whereas Fig. 26 shows the corresponding negative sequence components. Since the inverter interface is supporting the grid reactively in a fast manner, only the d-component of the positive sequence grid voltage appears, whereas other sequence components vanish swiftly. The fast action of the proposed controller in regulating the line voltage is obvious. Moreover, the amount of average and instantaneous reactive power is injected to grid to regulate the voltage at the PCC, is presented in Fig. 27.

As illustrated, there is a limitation to inject more reactive power for more voltage drop to compensate the voltage at the PCC. Also, the extent to which a DG can help the grid to regulate its voltage depends on the DG capacity and the grid capacity.

So, the proposed voltage control strategy for this system could not mitigate all kind of voltage sag with more voltage drop than 85%.
Fig. 19 average and instantaneous reactive power of microgrid

Fig. 20 DC-link voltage

Fig. 21 Grid voltage at the PCC during unbalanced voltage sag

Fig. 22 Positive dq sequence components of injected currents by voltage source converter.
Fig. 23 Negative dq sequence components of injected currents by voltage source converter

Fig. 24 Regulated grid voltage

Fig. 25 Positive dq sequence components of grid voltage

Fig. 26 Negative dq sequence components of grid voltage

Fig. 27 Injected reactive power during voltage sag type C

5 Conclusion

This paper presents modeling, control and power control in a grid connected PV/Fuel Cell/Battery hybrid power generation system in a microgrid. SIMULINK/SIMPOWER was used to model the system and simulate a power flow control strategy. PV, fuel cell and battery subsystems with power electronic converters are modeled. Then control strategies are designed for power electronic converters based on the classic and sliding mode control. It was shown that the microgrid can be controlled as desired to follow the local demand and allow the grid to operate at or near unity power factor. Controllers design methodologies for power electronic converters in order to manage the power flow from microgrid to the utility grid during normal operation and unbalanced voltage conditions are introduced. Moreover, to distribute the power between power sources, the neuro-fuzzy power controller has been developed to stabilize the DC-link power. The stability of proposed controller has been proved by Lyapunov theorem. Simulation results are illustrated to demonstrate the effectiveness and capability of proposed control strategy during different operating conditions in utility grid. Simulation results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the control strategy.
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